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1. Introduction

A health policy is an integral part of the general welfare policy in every state. According to Dye (1987), interior public policy constitutes the same action as a government that chooses to "do or not do" (Dye, 1987), and thus it is assumed that any governmental action is derived from its will to preserve and provide quality services to the public. Quality of patient health care is defined by two principal dimensions: access and effectiveness (Campbell et al., 2000).

Over the last few decades, quality control has been gaining a central place in public organizations in order to improve the quality of services and treatment (Blumenthal, 1996; Landon, et al., 2003; Mandel, et al., 2003; 2004). Quality assurance is a key component in the processes aimed at improving the quality of service and medical care.

1.1 Quality control and the health system

The quality index in the health system is a criterion that shows measurable values in morbidity and service levels (Campbell et al., 2000). Since the 1960s, the quality indices in health systems were divided into three main levels: infrastructure and structure, process, and outcome. The last two are usually included as preferred measures (Donabedian, 2005). Infrastructure and structure indices are related to organizational issues of the health services, the attending person's nature, and the procedures and medical policy that are being implemented by the organization on both the private and public levels. The assumption is that any health organization should be capable of providing quality health services according to its resources, which are made up of human, economical, and...
infrastructure components. Process indices are aimed at examining the extent of the medical actions that are taken to achieve the desired target, assuming that well performed operations increase the chance of accomplishing the desired effects. By contrast, outcome indices focus on the individual level rather than on the organization level. Outcome measurements provide an indirect measure of the overall quality assessment and may provide a benchmark for tracking progress. In general, the more the first two indices (the infrastructure and structure and the process indices) are involved in measuring quality, the greater the reliability of the outcome measures (Donabedian, 2005).

Many approaches were developed to assess the quality of health care and to improve both medical and patient processes, such as the Six Sigma, which utilizes the DMAIC model (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control); ISO (International Organization for Standardization); BOS (Business Operating System); CI (Continuous Improvement); TQM (Total Quality Management); etc. (Donabedian, 2003; Munro, 2009; Ovretveit, 1992; Ransom et al., 2008). Many of these approaches are derived and adapted from quality assurance systems in industry, where processes are straightforward and the implementation of such methods is easier. Yet, the medical process represents an intricately interwoven and dynamic process (Donabedian, 2003, Ovretveit, 1992) where many variables are interconnected. For instance, in medical committees, managing authorities, health care medical professionals, technical and administrative personnel, and patients, as well as medical policy, regulations, and goals are all part of medical processes. Therefore, difficulties may arise while applying these methods to medical procedures.

Although there are many models of health care quality control and assurance, most focus on specific issues and are a tool for managerial decisions and not for the day-to-day surveillance of the processes on a clinical level. They may address a specific issue at a local medical facility and may try to improve the specific circumstances, such as the high rates of certain infections at a specific ward or at a specific medical center. Most of the quality assurance processes measure outcomes rather than the completeness and intactness of the continuous process and use a set of tracers or specific indicators, such as Hemoglobin A1C levels in diabetics, cholesterol levels, blood pressure, etc. There are also many economical issues addressed by such quality assurance systems and only rarely do they achieve an optimal resolution of the processes that they aim to control. Many decisions are made in an effort to save expenses and by that to achieve control, while the clinical issues of the processes are not addressed in detail. Most quality systems deal with a limited aspect of the health care process, rather than dealing with the whole process and its various components, including both personnel (policy makers, managers, medical professionals, technical staff, administrative shell, patients) and non-personnel (policy, regulations, infrastructure, economy). In this chapter, the design, application, and outcomes of a unique quality control and assurance program within the framework of medical committees will be described.

1.2 Overview of medical processes at recruitment centers
In Israel, adolescents aged 16-19 are obligated by law to enlist for military service and are examined by medical committees at conscription centers in order to determine their medical status. The medical process at the recruitment centers necessitates the coordinated action of medical professionals, technical and administrative personnel, and managing authorities, on both the local and national levels. The medical process is based mainly on a medical interview and an examination by a medical committee and is supplemented and supported by information from the family physician, medical consultants, and experts (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the medical process at the recruitment centers.

The administrative medical department employees at the recruitment centers constitute the administrative shell of the medical process, are thought of as medical facility workers, and serve as an extension of the medical process. They are exposed to medical information and follow strict laws of keeping medical confidentiality. They are in charge of the appointments of the recruits for various medical procedures at the recruitment centers and at medical facilities outside the recruitment centers; queue regulations; exchanges of letters and documents, and submitting requests from clinics, hospitals, and government facilities.

The technical medical assistants are part of the medical committee. Prior to medical committee examinations, they measure vital signs and anthropometric values (such as height, weight, blood pressure, and pulse) and check visual acuity and color vision according to Ishihara color tables. Urinalysis testing is done by a laboratory technician. They also collect all previously sent documents, add all required forms, and provide all of this accumulated medical documentation and forms to the medical committee.

The physician’s work on the medical committee consists of a thorough medical anamnesis, including family history, habits, and a psychological evaluation. A systematic and comprehensive physical examination is performed. According to the findings, the committee chairman decides whether additional tests, such as a specialist consultation, laboratory tests, imaging, or other measures, are required or if the information is sufficient to apply functional classification codes (FCCs) and complete a recruit’s medical profile. The medical profile reflects the recruit's current health status and is used by the Personnel Directorate to assign a military position that is consistent with that health status. Similar to coding systems like the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), Medical FCCs describe disorders, their severity, and determine the profile (Chaiter et al., 2010).
For a complete and successful medical process, a close collaboration between the medical, administrative and technical personnel and harmony in their working relationship are needed.

1.3 Complex and dynamic medical processes at recruitment centers
Based on our annual analysis of the last decade (Conscription Administration Data, 2001-9), each year about 100,000 new recruits start the medical processes, and more than 400,000 medical encounters are performed at the recruitment centers. About 50% and approximately 13% of the recruits have ≥2 and ≥4 encounters, respectively, mostly with specialists or in hospitals. Most recruits (≥75%) have at least one FCC, while many (~20%) have 3 or more co-existent medical conditions, in spite of their age. Furthermore, it is not just the prevalence of medical conditions but also their severity and morbidity. For instance, ~8% of recruits suffer from chronic asthma, while ~1.5% and ~10% suffer from various cardiac anomalies and mental disorders, respectively (Machluf et al., 2011). In about 10% of the recruits, the discovery of new conditions (following accidents, operations, or a change in the severity of the medical conditions from the first check-up) leads to the modification, addition, or cancellation of FCCs. This may result in the determination of a new medical profile. The thorough examination at a recruitment center might reveal a new, previously unknown, medical problem that warrants further follow-up or treatments at a primary clinic by the primary care physician. Among these conditions, we have revealed even cases of severe disorders, such cardiac anomalies, nephropathies, cancer, etc. In these cases, the diagnostic-treatment loops need to be closed.

1.4 Databases
The information acquired during the medical process in stored, organized, and archived in a database. Computer-based tools allow analysis and visualization of data. With regard to the administrative aspects of the medical process, the computerized system consists of three main components (Machluf et al., 2011):

A status system: a specific status code is assigned to each file/recruit using code numbers reflecting the specific specialist, test, or documentation needed. A status code and its beginning and end dates allow the administrative medical department to actively and dynamically follow up and manage the medical and administrative processes on both the individual and collective levels.

An appointment system: this system is used to assign a specific date for an appointment to a certain specialist or medical procedure, to generate invitations, and to document the appointment outcome. Its design principles allow better control and management of human and medical resources according to the capacities and limitations of the medical system.

A directing, monitoring, and controlling system: a local smart card-based system for real-time follow-up and regulation of waiting lists of patients at each station. It automatically directs recruits either to an available station or according to priorities pre-set by the medical personnel that the specific recruit is required to pass. It provides the medical administrative personnel and the medical committee members with relevant information on both the individual (recruit) and collective (queues) levels.

Each component system is directed toward answering a particular need and, although each is independent, they are all compatible with each other and provide the user with a comprehensive view of the medical process and information. The combined computerized
system improves the control and management of the medical processes and informatics from the point of view of both the patients and the system operators. Implementation and automation of medical regulations and procedures within the computerized system also make this system play a key role and serve as a control tool during the decision-making process (Machluf et al., 2011).

2. Quality assurance and control system

During 1997, a quality assurance and control system was set up (Chaiter et al., 2008; 2010; 2011; The State Comptroller and Ombudsman Office, 2002). This unique system, unlike most policies or systems for quality assurance of medical care, originated from within the medical profession, rather than from industry or academia, and its regulation and modes of action reflect the real daily health care activity in medical departments.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the quality assurance and control project of medical processes at the recruitment centers.

The goals of the quality assurance and control committee are not solely to assess and improve the medical committee outcomes. They are also to identify the limitations and needs of whole medical process regarding the medical, technical, administrative, procedural, and physical aspects and to evaluate knowledge, skills, judgement and working patterns, which count for quality care (Holmboe et al., 2008), among all medical personnel; to develop and implement intervention programs to answer the needs of all of the parties participating in the medical process; and to achieve a higher quality of patient care and patient satisfaction (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the quality assurance and control system evaluates
and analyzes in detail the various facets of the activities of the medical policy makers, managers, administrative staff, medical professionals (physicians, experts, consultants), and technical assistants, utilizing different complementary methods (Fig. 2). Experts from all these fields (and others), with their high skills and experience, are incorporated into the quality assurance and control system. Of note, performance measures are evidence-based and valid, feasible to collect, applicable to a large enough population of patients, attributed to the performance of individuals, adjustable to the patient level, and representative of the activities of a specialty (Landon et al., 2003).

2.1 Approach

Two main approaches are deployed by the quality assurance and control committee: (i) physical visits to recruitment centers, during which the procedures, work, decision-making processes, and outcomes are directly assessed, and (ii) data mining and processing from the computerized databases. The different means used in each approach to assess the work and results of the different medical process-related staff are summarized in Table 1. Incorporation of such complementary assessment methodologies provides both quantitative and qualitative analyses of daily activities and practices in the medical departments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Components of the medical process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical physicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct assessment</td>
<td>Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re-examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining</td>
<td>Reports-QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epidemiology-like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: distributed to recruits; #: distributed to soldiers

Table 1. The various methodologies used to assess components of the medical process.

2.2 Direct assessment

Direct assessment during the physical visits to the recruitment centers provides an opportunity to evaluate the work of the medical process as a whole. It also enables direct interaction and brainstorming with local medical department members, from administrative staff though technicians, physicians and experts to managers.

2.2.1 Direct assessment of medical committee performance

The medical committee is central to the medical process. Direct assessment of the medical committee’s performance consists of direct observation and clinical evaluation of the physicians’ work, random samplings, re-examination of recruits that were examined by the medical committee, distribution of questionnaires to recruits following their examination by the medical committee, and analysis of random samples of completed medical files.

Observation and clinical assessment (clinical audit): Upon receiving a recruit's consent, a physician from the quality and assurance system joins the medical committee as an observer.
and evaluates the completeness and adequacy of the anamnesis, physical examination, and decision-making process (using a pre-designed form), as well as the quality of the communication and service to the recruits. For each of these components, quantitative (a numerical scale following specific criteria) and qualitative (description and comments) assessments are used. For example, for each issue in the anamnesis or physical examination, codes are used to determine whether and how the issue was addressed (according to regulations and clinical merits as determined in the medical literature). The decision-making process is also assessed for the quality of referrals to further investigation and the quality of decision making according to clinical criteria and regulations.

For each medical committee, 5-10 cases are observed. Findings are shared and discussed with the observed physicians, and proper instructions and guidance are provided, if necessary.

**Sampling for recruits' re-examination and record evaluation:** With a recruits' consent, physicians from the quality and assurance system re-examine a random sampling (8-10 on average) of recruits immediately following their examination by the medical committee. The findings of the complete re-examination, including the "assigning" of a medical profile and FCCs, are compared to those of the local medical committee, and discrepancies are recorded and discussed for each case. In addition, a random sampling of files (30-50 files from each recruitment center), where the profiling process was completed, are re-checked by a physician from the quality and assurance system to assess the anamnesis, the medical findings and documents, the decision-making process, and the assignment of profiles and FCCs.

**Questionnaire (patients' survey):** In each recruitment center, questionnaires are randomly distributed to recruits (15-20 on average) following their examination by the medical committee to gain more insight regarding the medical processes (basic measurements, anamnesis, and physical examination), preserving medical confidentiality and right of privacy, as well as the recruits' rates of satisfaction with the service, during the medical process. Recruits are also asked to express their general impression of the medical process.

### 2.2.2 Direct assessment of technical and administrative medical staff

There are many similarities that are shared by the work of administrative staff and the technical assistants and also by their quality control and assessment. Direct assessment of each person’s performance consists of direct observation and evaluation of their work, distribution of questionnaires to professional personnel, interviews, and analysis of random samples of completed medical files.

**Observation (audit):** The work of all of the technical medical staff is assessed prior to, during, and after the medical committee examinations. First, medical equipment (scales, altimeters, chart tables for the visual acuity examination, sphygomanometers, and Ishihara color tables) and its use are examined during the process of taking basic measurements. Also, documentation handling, data recording, and proper directing to further processes are checked. When required, correct instructions are provided to prevent future mistakes. Similarly, observation of the administrative staff involves the same parameters, except for an evaluation of basic measurement techniques.

**Questionnaire:** A detailed questionnaire is used in order to evaluate the skills of all technical assistants in measurement techniques (weight, height, etc.), knowledge of the normal range and abnormal findings regarding different measurements and the corresponding FCCs (blood pressure, pulse, urinalysis, etc.), and administrative issues (recording of measurements and medical history, signatures, etc.). By contrast, questionnaires are given to
the administrative staff to evaluate their knowledge of regulations (status, appointments, and the smart card-based system) and administrative issues (special populations, reports, etc.). Correct instructions are given and even demonstrations are done to promote an increase in knowledge and skills.

*Interviews:* The technical assistants and administrative personnel are interviewed about their work, the findings of the control system are discussed individually, and ideas of how to improve the infrastructure, process, and procedures are shared.

*Sampling for records evaluation:* A random sampling of files (10 on average of each kind, at each recruitment center), where the profiling process was completed, are re-checked by members of the quality and assurance system to assess the documentation and administrative processes.

### 2.3 Data mining and processing

The demographic information and medical-administrative data are stored, organized, and archived in a database. This data can be visualized and retrieved. Computerized tools, such as reports and regulation-based automated procedures, allow in-depth data analysis. Computerized databases and tools, when integrated into the medical process, allow efficient follow-up and management of medical processes and informatics (Machluf et al., 2011). These databases and reports can also serve as quality control and assessment means (Chaiter et al., 2008; Machluf et al., 2011; Navon et al., 2011). Using the reports, one can assess the work of medical professionals (physicians and experts, for example), technical assistants, and administrative staff members. For example, reports are aimed at identifying discrepancies between the medical information (such as anthropometric and basic measurement data) and FCCs or medical profiles, inconsistencies in the medical-administrative information between the status and appointment systems, inadequate or incomplete medical processes (deviations from defined regulations), etc. (Chaiter et al., 2008; Machluf et al., 2011; Navon et al., 2011). Such populations, at the individual level, are monitored, and reports are distributed monthly to the relevant personnel at each recruitment center and to the managing authorities.

Reports also support the design, planning, monitoring, and use of human and medical resources and are a component of the decision making that is made by the medical-administrative managers. For instance, various aspects of the availability and need for medical services, such as specialists, consultants, medical procedures, waiting queues, and various causes of congestion that need to be taken care of, are all assessed regularly by reports. The findings are distributed to the relevant personnel at the recruitment centers and to the managing authorities.

Reports also allow a comparison between the performance of the medical personnel within and between the recruitment centers and across a longitudinal time axis. Furthermore, since medical profiles and FCCs are indicators of medical conditions among recruits, an epidemiological investigation of the profile distribution and prevalence of FCCs can be performed, providing inter- and intra-recruitment center analysis (Chaiter et al., 2010). This valuable information can be related to or crossed with gender, geographical area, country of origin, ethnicity, socio-economic background, education, and morbidity trends in the general population in Israel and other countries.

### 3. Findings

Using these tools, we analyzed key parameters related to the performance, integrity, and completeness of the medical processes and procedures. Furthermore, we were able to
identify difficulties concerning physical conditions, administrative or medical procedural deficiencies, and insufficient knowledge or skills of medical/technical/administrative personnel within the medical departments.

### 3.1 Medical committee performance

In general, during the years 1997-2010, more than sixty visits to the different recruitment centers were carried out. Regarding the performance of the medical committees, the work of more than 110 chairmen (of medical committees) was assessed by different means. Six hundred and fifty-five recruits were re-examined, 452 filled out questionnaires, and approximately 1700 records (medical files) were examined and evaluated, providing a 3-pronged approach to observational findings. For the sake of clarity, we will present the findings from the first years and from the period after the intervention programs, focusing on recruitment centers with bigger populations.

During the first years of the program, we found that at most of the recruitment centers there was an inadequate amount or a lack of medical equipment, and often it was found that the equipment was used inappropriately (Chaiter et al., 2008). The following were among the more common medical equipment-related faults that were found: broken altimeters, inadequately balanced scales, unsuitable Ishihara books for color vision examination, incomplete regulation manuals, and inadequate equipment for visual acuity examinations. Following our visits, a major effort was made to improve the physical conditions and equipment at the medical committee examinations. Examination rooms were redesigned according to the needs of the physician and the patients. Inadequate and old medical equipment were replaced by new machines, complete manuals and regulations were provided, and attention was paid to the physical surroundings and environment. After a gradual improvement in this area throughout the recruitment centers, such faults, even minor ones, are now only rarely detected.

Among the physicians, we observed inadequacies in anamnesis quality, insufficient physical examinations, and errors in decision making (Chaiter et al., 2008). Furthermore, significant differences were observed between recruitment centers.

Anamnesis includes both specific tracer questions and general systematic queries. The tracer questions are all obligatory and refer to night vision, refractive eye surgery, dyslexia, drug use, gynaecological issues among female recruits, prolonged staying abroad at specific areas that are endemic to HIV, and psychological/psychiatric treatments. The main findings show a lack of anamnesis about most of these tracers, except the last two. Yet, differences were observed between recruitment centers. For instance (Chaiter et al., 2008), in 2002, complete anamnesis for refractive surgery was found to range between 12.5% of recruits at center 2 to 90% of recruits at center 5 (p<0.001). Anamnesis of drug use was found to be only 25% of the cases at center 2 as compared to 100% of the recruits at center 5 (p=0.04). Similarly, at center 3, 10% of recruits there were asked about dyslexia, while at center 2 the rate was 100% (p<0.001). During and especially following the intervention program, a clear improvement in the anamnesis process was evident by the completion of anamneses and specific tracer questions at all of the recruitment centers. For example (Chaiter et al., 2008), at center 1, the rates of recruits who were asked about the night vision trace and about prolonged stays abroad at specific areas that are endemic to HIV significantly increased (from 4.35% to 50% (p=0.003) and from 8.7% to 50% (p=0.01) during the years 2006 and 2007). Noted findings concerning physical examinations included a lack of examination of the lateral motion range of the spine and an incomplete examination of heart auscultation (at...
one point only - left sternal border), lung auscultation (one or two points on each side), the abdomen (partial palpation of one or two quadrants), the lower extremities (especially the feet), and male genitalia (lack of examination of the inguinal canal for possible inguinal hernia or incomplete examination of testicles) (Chaiter et al., 2008). Moreover, similar to anamnesis, clear differences were observed between recruitment centers. In 2002, the rate of complete examination of the abdomen ranged from 25% (center 2) to 90% (center 5) of recruits (p=0.048), while complete foot examinations were carried out on 38% (center 4) to 70% (center 5) of recruits. During the years following the intervention program, noticeable progress was observed in the physical examinations. For example, at center 1, a significant improvement was noted from 2006 to 2007 in abdominal examinations (from 8.7% to 75% (p<0.001)), foot examinations (from 47.8% to 100% (p=0.01)), and in male genitalia examinations (from 4.35% to 75% (p<0.01)).

Decision-making processes are integral and central to the medical process. Over the years, no clear trends were observed in the rates of correct decision-making procedures (Chaiter et al., 2008). This may be attributed to the turnover of human resources (chairmen, physicians), and the persistence of local medical procedures at recruitment centers which are not in line with the general guidance. Nevertheless, an improvement in the decision-making processes at specific time points, or over several years, at specific centers was associated with cooperation with the quality control and assurance system.

Together, better medical history recording, physical examinations, and decision-making processes by the physicians of the medical committees were noted. Data mining and processing by computerized reports revealed a major decrease in the rate of discrepancies between the medical information (such as anthropometric and basic measurements data) and FCCs or medical profiles (Chaiter et al., 2008).

Analysis of medical profile distribution and the prevalence of FCCs, the indicators of medical conditions among recruits, uncovered significant differences between recruitment centers (Chaiter et al., 2010). Analyzing all of the FCCs revealed the 26 most common FCCs, which comprised approximately 90% of all assigned FCCs. Almost 90% of these common FCCs (23 out of 26) were found to vary significantly between different recruitment centers. Data stratification according to ethnic origin did not affect the results (Conscription Administration Data, 2001-9). These 26 FCCs include overweight, underweight, anemia, asthma, cardiac anomalies (either valvular or non-valvular), hypertension, varicocele/hydrocele, epilepsy, mental illness conditions (personality disorders, neurosis, psychosis, depression, mental retardation, and autism), hernia, visual acuity, allergic rhinitis/sinusitis, and flat feet. Some of these FCCs (such as bee sting allergy; anemia; valvular and non-valvular cardiac anomalies, including mitral valve prolapse; hypertension; hydrocele/varicocele; flat feet; hernia; hearing loss; visual acuity problems; and color blindness) were found not to significantly affect the final profile outcome. Yet, a set of only 8 FCCs (those indicating recruits who were underweight or suffered from asthma, chronic headache/migraine, mental illness, scoliosis/kyphosis, chronic back pain, knee joint disorders, or rhinitis/sinusitis) accounted for 90% of the medical profiling differences between recruitment centers (Conscription Administration Data, 2001-9). Of these key profile-affecting FCCs, the prevalence of all of them except scoliosis/kyphosis and mental conditions was found to be 1.5 to 2.5 times higher at recruitment center 1 as compared to the other centers (Chaiter et al., 2010).

Over the years, significant trends were observed: the prevalence of chronic headaches (increased), symptomatic scoliosis/kyphosis (increased), and active asthma (decreased) in
recruitment center 1 (Table 2). Interestingly, a trend toward a significant increase in prevalence until the year 2005 and then a significant decrease in prevalence until the year 2009 was common to all other FCCs, except for that of underweight (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical condition</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Correlation p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic headache</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic scoliosis/kyphosis</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active asthma</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>9.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-weight</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic back pain</td>
<td>8.32</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic rhinitis/sinusitis</td>
<td>11.89</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee joint disorders</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental conditions</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>8.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.s. – not significant

Table 2. Percentages of main medical conditions contributing to a difference in profiling at recruitment center 1 from 2001 to 2009 (Modified with permission from Chaiter et al., 2010).

Some of these 26 FCCs were found to vary significantly between sub-districts in all of the recruitment centers (data not shown and Chaiter et al., 2010). This may be attributed to both demographic-environmental parameters and professional-human causes. Across recruitment centers, and over the years, clear and significant disparities were found in the prevalence of how a majority of these FCCs were assigned by different medical committee chairmen in the year 2006 (data not shown and Chaiter et al., 2010). This further strengthens the supposition that there are differences among recruitment centers and among the chairmen’s reporting of medical histories, performing physical examinations, and interpreting various medical conditions, all of which lead to differential assignments of FCCs. Differences in FCC assignment by different chairmen at the same recruitment center indicate decision-making disparities or lack of experience and expertise in specific fields. The intervention program led to an improvement in certain aspects of the chairmen’s knowledge and skills and, as a result, to an improvement in the performance of the committees; while variations between chairmen and between recruitment centers still exist, it is to a slightly lesser extent. The impact of professional development and understanding of the whole medical process (see below), as well as the establishment of a uniform working platform, resulted in decreased variability of medical conditions in the various conscription centers and among physicians. However, it could have been greater if the turnover of professional medical human resources would have been lower.

It is noteworthy that a subset of the 26 most commonly assigned FCCs were found to vary significantly among all three stratification criteria (recruitment centers, sub-districts, and
chairmen assigning the profiles) (data not shown and Chaiter et al., 2010). The common characteristic of these FCCs (such as underweight, asthma, chronic headache, symptomatic scoliosis/hypnosis, chronic back pain, knee joint disorders, and allergic rhinitis/sinusitis) is that their assignment procedure is prone to a relatively high degree of variation in anamnesis, examination, chairman discretion, and interpretation.

3.2 Technical assistant staff performance

The work of more than 110 technician assistants and laboratory staff members was assessed by questionnaires, interviews, and direct observation of their performance before, during, and after the medical committee examinations (Conscription Administration Data, 2006-9; Chaiter et al., 2010; 2011). Prior to the intervention program, insufficient knowledge was revealed mainly with regard to the normal range of values for blood pressure and pulse, urinalysis, visual acuity, and color vision and to the interpretation of abnormal values of these measurements. Furthermore, some technician soldiers suffered from inadequate execution of the techniques, such as incorrect weight and height measurements. Inadequate knowledge regarding the relationship of all of the above mentioned measurements to specific medical FCCs was found. Some of these findings (insufficient knowledge, technical skill, and their relationships and meanings) were common to the technical staff at all of the recruitment centers, while other aspects were evident at specific recruitment centers.

After the intervention program, a higher level of expertise, increased skills in measuring medical parameters, and a more accurate interpretation of these values were observed among the technical staff. Improvements were found in the measurement techniques of weight, height, color vision tests, and determining of visual acuity, as well as an increased understanding of the normal parameters of these and other measurements, such as pulse and urinalysis, and their interpretation and relationship to medical FCCs (Chaiter et al., 2011). For example, in recruitment center 2, a significant and sustained improvement was observed in the interpretation of low systolic or diastolic blood pressure and in the determination of color blindness and other issues, and in recruitment center 1 there was a higher rate of correct measurements for weight, height, and visual acuity. The number of medical inconsistencies was progressively and dramatically reduced.

3.3 Administrative staff

During the years 2007 to 2009, 23 visits were carried out to assess the work of the administrative medical departments at the recruitment centers. During these visits, the work of almost 200 medical administrative personnel and managers was analyzed. The main findings (Navon et al., 2011) include incomplete knowledge of medical-administrative processes (such as appointments and statuses), a lack of professional collaboration between medical departments at different recruitment centers that was inevitably caused by differences in working patterns and operational procedures at all of the centers, a partial management of diaries with abnormal laboratory results, and local procedures which deviated and were not in line with regulations and instructions (such as those related to recruit identification or the management of medical questionnaires that were received from primary care physicians). Furthermore, in some cases, the managers of the medical administrative departments were only partially or inappropriate trained for their duty, and therefore their performance was far from optimal during the first period with regard to the professional-administrative-medical aspects and the management of human resources.
As a result of the intervention program (Navon et al., 2011), improvements were found in all of these aspects of knowledge, skills, working procedures, professional collaboration, and management. This led to a considerable decrease in the rates of errors in records, such as inconsistencies in medical-administrative information between the status and appointment systems, and a significant increase in the rate of proper and complete administrative medical processes and profiling processes. Nevertheless, a significant increase was observed in the rate of recruits with medical profile that did not take into account the information written in the medical questionnaires that were filled out by their primary care physicians.

3.4 Computer-based tools – not just for quality control and assurance

The quality control and assurance system and the local medical departments at the recruitment centers continuously analyze data from the computerized system (mainly by means of reports) in order to assess and evaluate the performance of the medical and administrative processes, as well as to identify errors and discrepancies in individual medical files. In light of the findings, the medical committees and departments take action to correct mistakes, follow up specific populations, etc. Moreover, reports can uncover difficulties and vulnerabilities in global processes, which in turn lead to further improvements or modifications of either the medical procedure or the computerized medical database and system.

The combined computerized system (including the appointment system, the status system, and the directing, monitoring, and controlling system) improves the control and management of the medical processes and informatics from the point of view of both the patients and the system operators (Machluf et al., 2011). Different parameters of quality control regarding the medical and administrative processes are assessed (such as efficiency), and solutions are sought. Computerized system-based design and re-allocation of human and medical resources are implemented according to the capacities and limitations of the medical system. For instance, at recruitment center 1, reports during late ‘90s revealed a significant number of recruits waiting for specific medical processes (ophthalmologist, cardiologist, pulmonologist, orthopedist, neurologist, etc.), and the intervention led to a reduction of at least 50% in the number of recruits holding a specific status over a period of 16 months; this reduction was achieved for most (12) of these statuses (15) (Machluf et al., 2011). In addition, analysis revealed the specialists in each recruitment center for which recruits wait long periods of time for successful completion of the process. In all of the recruitment centers, a higher number of recruits who were waiting for more than 3 months was found with recruits who were in the process of medical documentation (centers 1 and 5) or who were waiting to see a neurologist (centers 2-4). Also in this case, computer-aided planning and re-allocation of human and medical resources played a key role in the intervention and in the solutions found for the specific specialists and recruits at each center (Machluf et al., 2011). Another parameter regarding both quality control of the medical process and quality service to the recruits is the number of attendances at a recruitment center for each recruit until the final profile is assigned. Among the recruits who received their medical profile during 2010, approximately two-thirds of the recruits were required to report to the medical departments up to two times (Fig. 3). This rate was better in recruitment centers 2, 4, and 5 (>70% of recruits). On the other hand, a considerable fraction of recruits were obligated to attend six times or more, especially in recruitment centers 1 and 5 (2.5% and 2.3% of recruits, respectively) (Fig. 3). In some cases, the profile was assigned but no arrival to a recruitment center was recorded. These findings, and others, are the basis
to analyze the medical and administrative aspects of the medical process, such as coordinated invitations, unnecessary or insufficient investigations, and the proper recording of arrivals.

Fig. 3. Analysis of the number of attendances to a recruitment center in completed records during 2010.

The combined computerized system together with reports and automated tools allows the management of populations with special needs, such as mentally retarded and cerebral palsy patients. According to the regulations, these special populations are exempt from reporting to the recruitment centers, and their files are managed with maximum discretion and sensitivity to the individual, thus respecting them and their families’ wishes.

Based on data mining findings, modifications were also introduced in working procedures. A reduction in the daily number of invited recruits improved the quality of the medical encounters. Specific combined status codes were introduced for the efficient planning of the medical encounters. Implementation and automation of medical regulations and procedures within the computerized system cause this system to play a key role and serve as a control tool during the decision-making process.

4. Intervention

The quality control and assurance system operates via an analysis → design → implementation → evaluation → modification loop.

First, all medical processes were mapped and analyzed, and particular infrastructure, medical, technical, management, and administrative needs were characterized by experts. The design principles of the intervention program with regard to the components, mode of action, time lines, etc. were determined to address those needs, in line with the general medical processes and goals. Then, a small-scale pilot program was launched in one recruitment center and was systematically analyzed. Throughout these steps, the quality control and assurance system personnel collaborated with the experts and experienced staff members from the medical departments and with policy makers. This collaboration allowed for better intervention planning, an efficient feedback process, contributed to the participants’ sense of ownership and commitment to the process, increased their confidence, and made them receptive to the intervention program. After the required modifications
were made, the same procedure was carried out as a large-scale intervention program that was gradually implemented at other recruitment centers, until full implementation of the system was achieved throughout the whole organization. The gradual implementation process allowed for both the full support of each recruitment center and an assimilation of adjustments to specific local needs.

It is noteworthy that acceptance of and cooperation with the quality control and assurance system were not trivial. During the first years of the program, physicians and policy makers, and to a lesser extent technical assistants and administrative staff members, were reluctant to comply with the quality control and assurance activities, during all of the stages and particularly during the intervention. The main reasons for that were professional autonomy and time/procedural requirements. This phenomenon and its causes were found also in France (Giraud-Roufast & Chabot, 2008). To build trust and cooperation, except for the fact that it was an obligatory process, few key actions were taken. First, the main goals of performance assessment were to improve professional competence, rather than to take sanctions. Medical personnel were considered partners, taking part in activities and brainstorming (mainly during the design and implementation stages). During intensive educational activity, the benefits (professional development, money, time, resources, quality care, etc.) to the individual service-providing staff (physicians, managers, etc.) and to the patients (quality of service and care, safety, etc.), to the medical departments, and to the organization were highlighted. Gradually, quality control and assessment became an integral component of the medical department’s work, both routinely by the medical personnel and occasionally by the quality control and assessment system.

Except for the physical condition issues, three main needs were acknowledged in every aspect of the medical processes, in the medical department: uniform medical and administrative processes at all recruitment centers; proper and comprehensive acquisition of medical, technical, and administrative knowledge, expertise, and skills; and sharing between all conscription centers. In light of these needs, an intervention program was designed. It utilizes various means:

**Forums of organization leaders:** A forum was established, which includes leading physicians, medical administrative personnel, and the managers of the medical departments. Meetings are held on a regular basis in order to update all involved personnel on the novelties introduced into the medical system, to exchange ideas, and to formulate recommendations (and thereafter their implementation) for ongoing quality assessment and improved working procedures. This led to the development and production of manuals for administrative and technician soldiers, the printing of a catalogue of medical equipment, and the initiation of theoretical and practical training programs.

**Training and simulation center for physicians:** A training program was implemented for physicians, which includes lectures, clinical training at a simulation center, and continuous observation and feedback on their work. Each chairman physician is invited once a year to participate in a workshop that provides simulated scenarios of patient-physician encounters. Each scenario is played by specially trained actors performing the role of the recruits. A detailed anamnesis, a recording of the findings, and further investigation is performed by the physician. Each encounter is recorded on video and is then discussed in detail with the special training team to point out mistakes and inconsistencies in the process. Each physician receives a personal feedback summary and accreditation is given for participation in the course.
Instruction of physicians: After being observed, the physicians are instructed and trained in all issues assessed by the quality control and assurance system. Proper physical examination, partial or complete, is demonstrated upon request or, if necessary, is based on the findings. Manual for technical medical staff performance: A comprehensive manual was written describing measurement techniques that are carried out by the technical assistants (and laboratory staff) at the medical committee examinations. It was distributed to relevant personnel and is used on a daily basis. The manual also contains information about the normal range of systolic and diastolic blood pressure and pulse measurements and correct interpretation of visual acuity and color vision tests (Ishihara and D15), as well as about the interpretation of abnormal values with instructions of how to act if an abnormal value is encountered during measurement or is written in the medical committee protocol. The manual contains information that involves the technician soldiers in the coordination and quality assurance processes of the medical committee examinations. For instance, the technician soldiers are instructed to return a file to the physician if they find an abnormal blood pressure value recorded in the protocol of the medical committee without any instructions from the examining physician on how to proceed or if the physician determines the profile of the recruit without assigning a FCC that indicates hypertension. Frontal lectures: All technical medical personnel and administrative staff at all of the recruitment centers were given lectures at each recruitment center and in special meetings arranged at the medical assessment branch of the IDF Medical Corps. The issues discussed in the lectures further stressed what was described in the written manuals and also emphasized cases of risk management in order to strengthen the notion about the importance of the technical medical staff’s work and the administrative processes as part of the quality assurance of the medical committee examinations and as assistants of the physicians in the process of medical profiling. During some of the lectures at the recruitment centers, training in measurement techniques, such as blood pressure measurements, was performed. In addition, the relationships and links between the medical, technical, and administrative processes were highlighted. Instruction of technical medical staff: After the observations, questionnaires, and interviews were conducted, the technician soldiers were given detailed feedback and were instructed and trained in all of the issues that were assessed by the quality control and assurance system. In addition, all problematic areas that were identified by the system were discussed with the medical department managers. Instruction of administrative staff: After the observations, questionnaires, and interviews were completed, the administrative staff were given detailed feedback and were instructed and trained in all of the issues that were assessed by the quality control and assurance system. In addition, all problematic areas that were identified by the system were discussed with the administrative staff’s managers. Written reports: Written reports summarized the findings with an emphasis on the recommendations required to make improvements and to correct the mistakes found in each recruitment center. The reports were distributed to the relevant medical and management authorities at the local recruitment centers and at headquarters. These reports also allowed a comparative overview between medical departments at different recruitment centers and between different time periods or specific assessments. Computerized tools: The quality control and assurance system plays a key role in the design and planning of computerized systems or in their modifications so that the medical department’s needs, mainly with regard to procedures and regulations, will be answered.
The quality control and assurance system also gives complementary support to the medical department with implementation, adjustments, and instruction in the proper use of the computerized tools in the medical processes for the purpose of higher quality of control, management, and service. The computerized system, through its implementation and automation of medical regulations and procedures, plays a central role and serves as a control tool during the decision-making process and as a way to prevent inconsistencies in the medical information. In addition, electronic medical files were incorporated into the computerized system.

Certification: Certification is virtually awarded for the completion of requisite training/instruction by accredited authorities, including the quality control and assurance system. It is important to note that, unlike most licensures and board certifications (Landon et al., 2003), the qualification process and examinations are periodic and specific to particular medical fields and ensure professional competency according to pre-determined standards.

5. Effects of intervention

During the years of intervention, benefits were observed in the quality of all of the areas that were examined. As these effects were described before (see the section entitled Findings) or earlier (Chaiter et al., 2008; 2010; 2011; Machluf et al., 2011; Navon et al., 2011), we can summarize them in a few main categories: 1) infrastructure and physical conditions; 2) consistent improvement in the knowledge, skills, and performance of the physicians (anamnesis, examination, decision-making processes, etc.), technicians (measurements, recording, interpretation, etc.), and administrative staff (procedures, regulations, etc.); 3) uniform working platforms and procedures in terms of the medical and administrative processes at all of the recruitment centers; and 4) a launching of the framework and forums for sharing knowledge and skills between all of the conscription centers.

One important contribution of the quality control and assurance system is in terms of the diagnosis, design, and implementation of the intervention program and its analysis. The impact on the medical department’s performance is clear and evident. Furthermore, after the intervention program’s implementation, the satisfaction rate, sense of belonging, and responsibility were higher among all of the medical department personnel. It led to the increased perception of the administrative and technical medical staff to feel that their work was part of the medical profiling process, acting as case managers and part of quality assurance aimed at providing the best medical service for recruits. Therefore, it is only natural that this would consequently lead to a consistent, major increase in the satisfaction level reported by recruits.

As mentioned above, not all of the goals were achieved fully, and in some respects there was a disparity between what was achieved and the desired objectives. Clearly, some changes are time-dependent, and the benefits of current efforts will be evident in the near future. Other challenges may require different solutions. We are always looking for new and better tools and modes of action to achieve these goals.

6. Epidemiological aspects

The medical processes for the adolescent population of Israel present a unique opportunity to assess the health status of the young Israeli population on a nationwide level and to identify risk factors that can affect present and future morbidity.
A pilot study, including over 105,000 adolescents, has been carried out using data from one of the recruitment centers to assess trends in weight, height, and other medical parameters (e.g., blood pressure) and conditions (e.g., congenital heart disease) among 16-19 year olds in Israel (born in 1971-1992). Our preliminary analysis suggests that variability between recruitment centers may affect the consistency and reliability of nationwide analysis, as opposed to information from a single recruitment center. Furthermore, in one selected center, the differences between chairmen in assigning profiles and FCCs were much smaller than in other centers. Clear trends were demonstrated, and their association with demographic variables was examined. The findings are out of the scope of this manuscript, yet we wish to illustrate two possible insights drawn from such analysis.

6.1 Anthropometric values
Among the young (16-19 year olds) Israeli population born between 1971 and 1992, a significant increase in average body weight was demonstrated in females and mainly in males (Fig. 4, upper panel). In both genders, the increase in average weight is more dramatic in teenagers who were born during 1982-1992. On the other hand, no dramatic change was observed in average height in females or in males (Fig. 4, lower panel). This might be an indication of an increase in the body-mass index (BMI).

Fig. 4. Trends of average weight and height among the 16-19 year old Israeli population.
General population data and military records suggest that US heights essentially remained stable after World War II (mainly in birth cohorts of 1955-74), which is concurrent with continual rapid increases in height in Western and Northern Europe (Komlos & Lauderdale, 2007). A historical retrospect of German military male recruits found an increase in both the average body weight and height, where the changes in body weight were greater than those of body height (Jaeger et al., 2001).

The implications of these findings with regard to different demographic parameters, socioeconomic status, anthropometric indices, medical conditions, and other risk factors are now under investigation.

6.2 Medical conditions
Analysis of the prevalence of specific FCCs provided the opportunity to gain knowledge about the trends of different medical conditions. Such an analysis in recruits from center 5 uncovered an increase in the prevalence of valvular and non-valvular congenital heart anomalies among male recruits (Fig. 5. upper panel). Referring to cardiac diseases, the prevalence of congenital valvular heart disorders was higher than the prevalence of non-valvular heart disorders. Furthermore, an increase in the prevalence of solid tumors in both males and females was also demonstrated (Fig. 5. lower panel).

![Graph](https://www.intechopen.com)
Previous analyses of specific morbidity prevalence in Israeli conscripts from all recruitment centers also revealed an increase in the prevalence of heart defects among male recruits (Farfel et al., 2007), as well as a higher prevalence of congenital valvular heart disease compared to non-valvular heart disease (Bar-Dayan et al., 2005).

7. A nationwide program

These findings demonstrate the need for a nationwide intervention program to reduce morbidity, future illness, and even mortality. Furthermore, a project of information sharing and cooperation was established with family physicians at primary clinics on a nationwide basis, the Ministry of Health, the National Insurance Institute, the Israeli National Cancer Registry, and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services. This national project (Fig. 6) is aimed at education, prevention, and early intervention in target populations.

So far, although this information-sharing project was only initiated on a small-scale pilot format, covering only a minor fraction of the relevant population, bi-directional benefits are evident. For example, medical investigations in recruitment centers uncover medical conditions that were unknown before to the civilian authorities and vice-versa. These medical conditions include vision and hearing problems, essential hypertension, asthma, cardiac anomalies, tumors, urological conditions (hernia, varicocele, hydrocele, etc.), nephrological disorders (nephropathies, microscopic hematoria, severe proteinuria, etc.), orthopaedic problems, neurological problems, and mental disorders. Such findings are then reported to the primary care physician for further investigation with a referral to specialists and/or for treatment. The medical departments at the recruitment centers are then informed.
about further findings and about any change in the medical condition and status of the recruit by the primary physicians. Beyond the issue of medical informatics and process, recruits are provided with better medical service, which might contribute to early diagnosis, quick and appropriate treatment, and better and faster recovery. In the future, if this information sharing is combined with an epidemiological study, we believe it may also contribute to the prevention of health conditions, either via the medical education of teenagers or by active medical intervention.

8. Concluding remarks

Quality assessment, control, and improvement in a health system should include the infrastructure and structure, process, and outcome levels. The quality control and assurance system for medical committees at recruitment centers operates via an analysis → design → implementation → evaluation → modification loop. It first relies upon the identification of the limitations and needs of the whole medical process and of each department with regard to the medical, technical, administrative, procedural, and physical aspects and with regard to official policy, including the systematic evaluation of the knowledge, skills, judgement, and working patterns of all of the medical personnel. To this end, complementary methodologies are utilized to provide both quantitative and qualitative analyses of daily activities and practices. Among the main tools utilized are observations and assessment, a sampling of recruits for re-examination and of records for evaluation, questionnaires, interviews, data mining and analysis by reports, and patients' surveys. Then, intervention programs are designed and implemented to answer the needs of all of the parties participating in the medical process in order to improve their quality and performance; to increase the quality of patient care; and to achieve a higher patient satisfaction rate. Intervention programs include the establishment of a training and simulation center, lectures and instruction to all of the medical department’s personnel, a forum of organization leaders, production of manuals, certification, written reports, and the design of computerized tools. These intervention programs and their impact need to be continuously evaluated and modified according to the specific needs and effects in particular recruitment centers. Significant improvements have been observed in various key parameters, such as the knowledge, skills, and judgement of the personnel and their professional performance, the conditions of their working environment, uniform working platforms, and the patients' satisfaction rate. Incessant monitoring and intervention are important to maintain quality in a medical organization.

Quality improvement at the individual (physicians, assistant technicians, administrative staff, managers, etc.) and global levels (performance, outcomes, physical conditions, procedures and regulations, etc.) is a goal in and of itself but is also a means of improving patient care and safety. Furthermore, the collaboration of all the participants in the process, on all levels – medical professionals (physicians, experts, etc.), technical assistants, administrative staff, and the active support and involvement of the managing authorities and policy makers – is a critical determinant for a successful outcome.

The successful application of a quality control and assurance project can lay the foundation for a population-based investigation, namely an assessment of the health status of the young Israeli population, by measuring anthropometric values and the prevalence of various medical conditions among recruits on a nationwide level. They may result in the identification of risk factors that can affect present and future morbidity. A national project
of information sharing and cooperation was set up, aimed at screening, education, prevention, and early intervention in target populations. There are multi-directional effects and relationships between the quality assurance and control process and its implications on improving the quality of health care and nationwide projects of preventative medicine through collaboration and information sharing (Fig. 7).

Recently, Zalmanovitch and Vashdi (2010) proposed an inherent trilemma, a trade-off between three desirable objectives (Iverson & Wren, 1998), in any debate on health care policy. In this context, the critical broad objectives are quality, funding, and coverage. In this context, quality refers to the efficiency and effectiveness of the health care services provided; funding refers to the public expenditures for health care that are incurred by taxpayers; and coverage refers to the percentage of a country’s population eligible for state health care services and the comprehensiveness of these services. A trade-off means that, at most, only two of the three objectives can be satisfied simultaneously, and satisfying any two will always come at the expense of the third (Zalmanovitch & Vashdi, 2010). The cumulative experience of the quality assurance and control system and its effects suggest that it is central to the successful balancing between the three objectives, at least in the context of the medical departments at the recruitment centers. Considering the common characteristics of medical processes at the recruitment centers and at primary medical facilities, implementation of multi-armed quality assurance and control systems at clinics and hospitals holds great promise in finding the best solution to the trilemma, beyond the direct and clear impact on the medical staff’s performance, medical process outcomes, service quality, and patient safety. Together with an epidemiologic investigation and preventive action, this system may contribute to the identification of risk factors and a reduction in future morbidity.

Fig. 7. Establishment of a quality control and assurance system for medical processes in recruitment centers led to an epidemiological study and a nationwide health project.

It remains to be seen in future studies whether the system can efficiently address these issues.
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Rapid advance have been made in the last decade in the quality control procedures and techniques, most of the existing books try to cover specific techniques with all of their details. The aim of this book is to demonstrate quality control processes in a variety of areas, ranging from pharmaceutical and medical fields to construction engineering and data quality. A wide range of techniques and procedures have been covered.
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